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a high-field, high power density   
Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak eXperiment 

ADX 

B > 6.5 T, P/S > 1 MW/m2, 
P B/R ~ 125 MW T/m 

 

High-field side LHCD, ICRF 
 

Long-leg, closed divertor 
geometries (SXD, XPT) 
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Background 

The MIT PSFC and collaborators are proposing an exciting new 
high-performance Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak eXperiment, 
ADX1  – a purpose-built tokamak specifically designed to address 
critical gaps in the world fusion research program on the pathway 
to next step devices, FNSF/PILOT/DEMO. 

ADX 
[1] Details of the motivation, goals, targeted performance parameters and initial design concept for an ADX 
can be found here:  Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 053020  http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/55/i=5/a=053020 

the only diverted tokamak in the world (after C-Mod) 
able to pursue high-field (8 tesla), high power density 
plasma fusion research 

Idea 
•  Low-cost, flexible, high power density R&D platform, 
•  producing reactor level divertor conditions ... 
•  purpose-built to explore/develop advanced divertor 

and RF solutions 
•  that scale to steady-state 
•  and are compatible with a high-performance core 

plasma. 
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ITER 

FNSF, 
PILOT, 
DEMO 

• Demonstrate robust divertor power handling solutions 
• Demonstrate ~complete suppression of divertor erosion 
• Demonstrate efficient (wall-plug to plasma), low PMI 

heating and current drive technologies that project to 
effective current profile control in a reactor 

• Demonstrate core/pedestal performance that projects 
favorably to fusion power plant, in physics regimes that 
are prototypical with actuators applicable to reactor 

• Determine high-temperature PMI response/compatibility 
of divertor target materials (tungsten and liquid metals): 
erosion, damage, material migration, fuel retention. 

Robust power exhaust and plasma sustainment solutions 
must be demonstrated at reactor-level conditions; otherwise 
the tokamak is not a viable concept for fusion electricity. 
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ITER 

FNSF, 
PILOT, 
DEMO 

Robust power exhaust and plasma sustainment solutions 
must be demonstrated at reactor-level conditions; otherwise 
the tokamak is not a viable concept for fusion electricity. 

ADX 

Idea -- a high-field, high power density facility, uniquely qualified to 
address these issues – and prototypical for a high-field pilot (e.g. ARC1) 

ARC1 

[1] Sorbom, B.N., et al., http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.3540  

• Demonstrate robust divertor power handling solutions 
• Demonstrate ~complete suppression of divertor erosion 
• Demonstrate efficient (wall-plug to plasma), low PMI 

heating and current drive technologies that project to 
effective current profile control in a reactor 

• Demonstrate core/pedestal performance that projects 
favorably to fusion power plant, in physics regimes that 
are prototypical with actuators applicable to reactor 

• Determine high-temperature PMI response/compatibility 
of divertor target materials (tungsten and liquid metals): 
erosion, damage, material migration, fuel retention. 
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•  Vertically-extended VV 
 
 

•  High power ICRF 

 
 

ADX Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak eXperiment* 

•  Demountable, LN2 cooled,  
  8 tesla copper TF magnet 
  

Key Elements: 

*Initial design concept [1]. HTS option for TF magnet is also being considered. 

Idea: a purpose-built facility to test innovative solutions to divertor 
and RF sustainment challenges on the pathway to fusion electricity. 

Demountable 
TF Magnet 

Vertically Extended 
Vacuum Vessel 

Outside 
Launch 
ICRF 

[1] Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 053020. 
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 Paux B/R ~ 125  
   => same as ITER, QDT=10 

 
 

•  Vertically-extended VV 
 
 

•  High power ICRF 

 
 

ADX Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak eXperiment* 

•  Advanced divertor 
  poloidal field coil sets 
  (top and bottom) 
 
 

•  Demountable, LN2 cooled,  
  8 tesla copper TF magnet 
 

•  Reactor-level, λq, q|| 
  and plasma pressures 
 

Key Elements: 

*Initial design concept [1]. HTS option for TF magnet is also being considered. 

Idea: a purpose-built facility to test innovative solutions to divertor 
and RF sustainment challenges on the pathway to fusion electricity. 

Demountable 
TF Magnet 

Vertically Extended 
Vacuum Vessel 

Outside 
Launch 
ICRF 

Internal 
Divertor 
PF Coils 

Advanced 
Magnetic 
Divertors 

[1] Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 053020. 
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 Paux B/R ~ 125  
   => same as ITER, QDT=10 

 
 

•  Vertically-extended VV 
 
 

•  High power ICRF 

 
 

ADX Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak eXperiment* 

•  Advanced divertor 
  poloidal field coil sets 
  (top and bottom) 
 
 

•  Demountable, LN2 cooled,  
  8 tesla copper TF magnet 
 

•  Reactor-level, λq, q|| 
  and plasma pressures 
 

•  Inside launch LHCD 
 
 
•  Inside launch ICRF 
 
 

Key Elements: 

•  Development platform for 
   high-efficiency, low PMI 
   RF actuators: 
 

*Initial design concept [1]. HTS option for TF magnet is also being considered. 

Idea: a purpose-built facility to test innovative solutions to divertor 
and RF sustainment challenges on the pathway to fusion electricity. 

Inside 
Launch 
LHCD 

Inside 
Launch 
ICRF 

Demountable 
TF Magnet 

Vertically Extended 
Vacuum Vessel 

Outside 
Launch 
ICRF 

Internal 
Divertor 
PF Coils 

Advanced 
Magnetic 
Divertors 

[1] Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 053020. 
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Eich, et al., NF 53 (2013) 093031 

(caveat: low divertor recycling) 

New Result: ~PSOLB/R is scale parameter for q//  into divertor

    PSOL 
~100 MW 

λq
 

∼10xλq
 

        λq = 5 mm, 
       q⊥,max ~ 40 MWm-2

=>must  apply frad,div~ 70% 
 

q// 

ITER 

λq ~ 1 mm? 

=> 1/5 of ‘planned’ value  

ITER plan 

ITER, QDT=10 
New results from  
multi-machine database: 

λq
 independent of machine size 

  ...depends only on Bpol 

ITER solution relies on partial 
divertor detachment (circa ~1994) 

New since ReNew: ITER power exhaust challenge...  
            ...more difficult than originally planned 
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PSOL/PLH

 Good confinement requires 
 PSOL >  ~ PLH  (LH power threshold)

Loarte, PoP 18 (2011) 056105 

C-Mod

q// can be reduced by increasing core radiation to lower PSOL 
         ... but at the penalty of reducing core confinement 
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Not yet known what performance will be attained in ITER, compatible with div. 

Max demonstrated PSOLB/R  is only ~1/2 of ITER PLHB/R 

Divertor demonstration experiments (H98 > 1, qtarget < 5 MW/m2, ITER-like div.)  
     AUG: Psol B/R =25 
     C-Mod: Psol B/R =25 

Kallenbach, NF 55 (2015) 053026 

Loarte, PoP 18 (2011) 056105 

frad,core PSOLB/R 
ITER, QDT=10 33% 90 MW-T/m 
   with PSOL=PLH 66% 45 MW-T/m 

Experiments are presently seeking a mix of core & divertor radiation to 
demonstrate a power-handling solution for ITER’s W divertor. 

PSOL/PLH

 Good confinement requires 
 PSOL >  ~ PLH  (LH power threshold)

Loarte, PoP 18 (2011) 056105 

C-Mod

q// can be reduced by increasing core radiation to lower PSOL 
         ... but at the penalty of reducing core confinement 
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Prad,core

0 5 10 15
Midplane q// [GW/m2]  { = 0.1 Psol B/R [MW-T/m]}
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AUG: PsolB/R ~ 25

C-Mod: 
 PsolB/R ~ 25 

Maximum possible
Psol B/R from device

Psol B/R at L-H
power threshold

Divertor demonstration
qsurf < 5 MW/m2,H98 >1

*
LH

Original ITER QDT=10
operation point*

Power Handling Gaps

LH ACT2
80% 0%Prad,core

Prad,core
LH ARC

72% 0%

Requirements for FNSF/PILOT/DEMO are much more 
extreme than ITER. 
 

C-Mod: 
 Psol B/R =25 

AUG: 
 Psol B/R =25 

Power handling of divertor must be improved by factor of 4 to 10. 

http://aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/DOCS/bib.shtml ACT1, ACT2 design studies: 
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C-Mod: 
 PsolB/R ~ 25 
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Psol B/R from device

Psol B/R at L-H
power threshold

Divertor demonstration
qsurf < 5 MW/m2,H98 >1

*
LH

Original ITER QDT=10
operation point*

Power Handling Gaps

LH ACT2
80% 0%Prad,core

Prad,core
LH ARC

72% 0%

Requirements for FNSF/PILOT/DEMO are much more 
extreme than ITER. 
 

Power handling of divertor must be improved by factor of 4 to 10. 

C-Mod: 
 Psol B/R =25 

AUG: 
 Psol B/R =25 

http://aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/DOCS/bib.shtml ACT1, ACT2 design studies: 

Additional Requirement for SS: Nearly complete suppression 
of divertor erosion =>  ~detached plasma conditions 
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Additional Requirement for SS: Nearly complete suppression 
of divertor erosion =>  ~detached plasma conditions 

Prad,core
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 PsolB/R ~ 25 

Maximum possible
Psol B/R from device

Psol B/R at L-H
power threshold

Divertor demonstration
qsurf < 5 MW/m2,H98 >1

*
LH

Original ITER QDT=10
operation point*

Power Handling Gaps

LH ACT2
80% 0%Prad,core

Prad,core
LH ARC

72% 0%

Requirements for FNSF/PILOT/DEMO are much more 
extreme than ITER. 
 

Power handling of divertor must be improved by factor of 3 to 10. 

C-Mod: 
 Psol B/R =25 

AUG: 
 Psol B/R =25 

http://aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/DOCS/bib.shtml ACT1, ACT2 design studies: 

Critical Need:  
    Advanced Divertors! 
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Spread heat exhaust over a large surface area in a divertor chamber by 
tailoring magnetic geometry and radiation/neutral interaction zone 

[1] P. Valanju, PoP 16 (2009) 056110; [2] B. LaBombard, et al., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 58 (2013) 63; [3] D. Ryutov, Physica Scripta 89 (2014) 088002. 
 

Advanced magnetic divertors offer potential solutions. 
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Spread heat exhaust over a large surface area in a divertor chamber by 
tailoring magnetic geometry and radiation/neutral interaction zone 

Super X1 and X-point Target2 

Locate targets at large major radius 
relative to primary x-point  

[1] P. Valanju, PoP 16 (2009) 056110; [2] B. LaBombard, et al., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 58 (2013) 63; [3] D. Ryutov, Physica Scripta 89 (2014) 088002. 
 

Exploit total flux expansion 

Detachment front (MARFE) may be 
‘stabilized, staying in divertor volume. 

B at target plate decreased ~1/R; 
q// at target is decreased ~1/R;  
Long field line length; detachment at 
reduced core densities 

XPT can be a ‘snowflake target’, 
promoting ‘churning’ mode.3 

Advanced magnetic divertors offer potential solutions. 
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Spread heat exhaust over a large surface area in a divertor chamber by 
tailoring magnetic geometry and radiation/neutral interaction zone 

Super X1 and X-point Target2 

Locate targets at large major radius 
relative to primary x-point  

[1] P. Valanju, PoP 16 (2009) 056110; [2] B. LaBombard, et al., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 58 (2013) 63; [3] D. Ryutov, Physica Scripta 89 (2014) 088002. 
 

Exploit total flux expansion 

Detachment front (MARFE) may be 
‘stabilized, staying in divertor volume. 

B at target plate decreased ~1/R; 
q// at target is decreased ~1/R;  
Long field line length; detachment at 
reduced core densities 

XPT can be a ‘snowflake target’, 
promoting ‘churning’ mode.3 

- Cold, fully detached divertor = ~ zero erosion 
- Hot separatrix and pedestal regions = good core performance  

Advanced magnetic divertors offer potential solutions. 
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Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX Idea: Configure internal PF coils to test multiple 

magnetic geometries and divertor target options  

Grad-Shafranov equilibria obtained using ACCOME (Selene)1 

 

[1] Tani et al., J. Comp. Phys. 98 (1992) 332;  [2] Vieira, R., "Design of the C-Mod Advanced Outer Divertor," IEEE TPS 42 (2014) 1796. 

Also can test high temperature target2 and liquid metal target options. 
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Present models for boundary/divertor plasma are extremely crude. 
Model/code extrapolation to untested regimes is not reliable. 

Question: What is required to qualify a divertor for FNSF/DEMO? 
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Present models for boundary/divertor plasma are extremely crude. 
Model/code extrapolation to untested regimes is not reliable. 

Question: What is required to qualify a divertor for FNSF/DEMO? 

Answer: Experimental access to divertor conditions ~identical 
    to FNSF/DEMO in terms of plasma, atomic physics, PMI  
    physics dimensionless and dimensional parameters 

• Develop and validate physics models/codes directly, without 
need for extrapolation to reactor regimes 

 
• Test divertor performance & compatibility with core directly, at 

the performance levels anticipated for a reactor 
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•  Atomic states, collisional-radiative balance, 
CX, ionization, Lα opacity, ... must be matched 

 

•  Reactor-relevant PMI regimes require [1]: 
  Tt < ~5 eV, nt > 1021 m-3 (suppress erosion) 
 

•  In order to fully match key dimensionless 
parameters that control PMI and plasma 
physics (ρDT /λion, ρz /λion, ωciτii,in, β, ...) Tdiv, ndiv 
and B must be made the same as a reactor [2].  

[1] Stangeby, NF 51 (2011) 063001; 
[2] Whyte, FED 87 (2012) 234. 

Divertor Surface

MFP

B
i,W

This requires B and upstream nT, q//  ~same as FNSF/DEMO. 

Plasma/atomic/PMI physics dictates that dimensional values of 
Tdiv, ndiv, B and divertor geometry must match that of reactor. 

Present models for boundary/divertor plasma are extremely crude. 
Model/code extrapolation to untested regimes is not reliable. 

Question: What is required to qualify a divertor for FNSF/DEMO? 

Answer: Experimental access to divertor conditions ~identical 
    to FNSF/DEMO in terms of plasma, atomic physics, PMI  
    physics dimensionless and dimensional parameters 

D. Whyte Talk: “...reactor PMI 
science in small scale devices” 
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With B, λq and upstream q//, nT being 
the same as in a reactor, five divertor 
dimensionless parameters ... 
 
 
...may be made ~identical to reactor 
(apart from toroidal curvature) by 
making the divertor leg length the 
same as reactor1. 

[1] Hutchinson and Vlases, NF 36 (1996) 783. 

Te Eion , ν
*,ρ*, β, λ0 λq

In this case, 2D div. profiles of n, T, n0, εrad, ... would match reactor. 

Important consequence of λq ~ 1/Bθ scaling: 
  A small, high-field tokamak can be used to match divertor  
  conditions ~identical to a reactor -- a ‘divertor identity experiment’ 

λq 
λq 

Conversely, if a divertor solution is found in such a simulator, it could in principle 
be implemented in the reactor – make the divertor leg geometry the same... 

q// q//

λq independent of machine size 
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LH ARC Reactor-like divertor regimes 
are already being accessed by 
C-Mod -- high-field, compact, 
high power density. 

A similarly constructed 
ADX would be cost-effective 
platform for an divertor test 
tokamak. World Tokamaks 

World Tokamaks in (q//, B) space 

Desirable attributes of a divertor test tokamak:  
    Produce FNSF/DEMO-like q//, nT and B in the 
     actual divertor geometry being considered. 

Idea for an ADX: 
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Efficient, low PMI, RF current drive and heating technologies must 
be demonstrated that project to effective current profile control; 
otherwise the tokamak is not a viable concept for fusion electricity. 

Plasma Sustainment Challenge 
 

“The auxiliary systems typically used in current 
experiments, while extremely useful tools, are not 
generally suitable for a reactor. RF schemes are the 
most likely systems to be used and will require 
significant research to achieve the levels of reliability 
and predictability that are required” http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf 

2007 US DoE FESAC Report 

Requirements/Challenges 

•  SS operation; low plasma-wall interaction (< 1 mm/yr erosion) 
• Good wave coupling, high system efficiency (wall-plug to plasma) 
•  Effective tool for current profile control (ITBs, H98 enhancement) 
• Applicable to reactor environment (neutrons, T breeding) 
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Efficient, low PMI, RF current drive and heating technologies must 
be demonstrated that project to effective current profile control; 
otherwise the tokamak is not a viable concept for fusion electricity. 

Plasma Sustainment Challenge 
 

“The auxiliary systems typically used in current 
experiments, while extremely useful tools, are not 
generally suitable for a reactor. RF schemes are the 
most likely systems to be used and will require 
significant research to achieve the levels of reliability 
and predictability that are required” http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf 

2007 US DoE FESAC Report 

New since ReNew: 
High-field-side launch in double-null configurations 
  

Requirements/Challenges 

•  SS operation; low plasma-wall interaction (< 1 mm/yr erosion) 
• Good wave coupling, high system efficiency (wall-plug to plasma) 
•  Effective tool for current profile control (ITBs, H98 enhancement) 
• Applicable to reactor environment (neutrons, T breeding) 

- a potential game-changer for LHCD and ICRF systems 
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Double null topology: essential tool for power 
handling and plasma-material interaction control. 

Double Null 

Fluctuation-induced 
radial transport is 
essentially zero on 
high field side [2]. 

High-field side SOL is quiescent. 
Radial transport is ~zero. No ‘blobs’, ELMs [1] 
or energetic ion loss. 

[1] Petrie NF 43 (2003) 910; [2] Smick NF 53 (2013) 023001. 
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Double null topology: essential tool for power 
handling and plasma-material interaction control. 

Double Null 

Fluctuation-induced 
radial transport is 
essentially zero on 
high field side [2]. 

Power-starved inner divertor legs are 
naturally detached at moderate and high 
core densities (with no x-point MARFE) 

High-field side SOL is quiescent. 
Radial transport is ~zero. No ‘blobs’, ELMs [1] 
or energetic ion loss. 

[1] Petrie NF 43 (2003) 910; [2] Smick NF 53 (2013) 023001. 
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Double null topology: essential tool for power 
handling and plasma-material interaction control. 

Double Null 

Fluctuation-induced 
radial transport is 
essentially zero on 
high field side [2]. 

Advantage: 
- Mitigates heat exhaust for inner divertor legs 
- Sends heat to the 2 divertor legs that can take it 
- Creates low-PMI high-field SOL for RF actuators 
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Power-starved inner divertor legs are 
naturally detached at moderate and high 
core densities (with no x-point MARFE) 

High-field side SOL is quiescent. 
Radial transport is ~zero. No ‘blobs’, ELMs [1] 
or energetic ion loss. 

[1] Petrie NF 43 (2003) 910; [2] Smick NF 53 (2013) 023001. 
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Idea: provide integrated R&D platform for high-field-
side (HFS), low PMI, reactor-compatible RF actuators 

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX 

•  ADX vacuum vessel purpose-built with 
embedded waveguides for HFS LHCD 

•  Splitter and multi-junction fabrication 
techniques produce compact LHCD 
launchers that can fit on the inside wall. 

Potential for dramatically reduced PMI 

•  Quiescent SOL; no ‘blobs’ (wave scattering) 
•  No ELMs, runaway e-, energetic ion orbit loss 
•  Low neutral pressure – increased RF voltage 
•  RF-generated fast e- drift away from launcher 

10 cm 
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Idea: provide integrated R&D platform for high-field-
side (HFS), low PMI, reactor-compatible RF actuators 

HFS n, Te profiles are very sharp – allows small 
gap; precise control of local conditions; reduction 
in parasitic losses (PDI, collisional damping) 

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX 
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here, HFS 

Potential for dramatically reduced PMI 

•  Quiescent SOL; no ‘blobs’ (wave scattering) 
•  No ELMs, runaway e-, energetic ion orbit loss 
•  Low neutral pressure – increased RF voltage 
•  RF-generated fast e- drift away from launcher 

Smick NF 53 (2013) 023001. 

10 cm 

•  ADX vacuum vessel purpose-built with 
embedded waveguides for HFS LHCD 

•  Splitter and multi-junction fabrication 
techniques produce compact LHCD 
launchers that can fit on the inside wall. 
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Idea: provide integrated R&D platform for high-field-
side (HFS), low PMI, reactor-compatible RF actuators 

HFS n, Te profiles are very sharp – allows small 
gap; precise control of local conditions; reduction 
in parasitic losses (PDI, collisional damping) 

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX 

10 cm 
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Put RF
launcher 
here, HFS 

•  ADX vacuum vessel purpose-built with 
embedded waveguides for HFS LHCD 

•  Splitter and multi-junction fabrication 
techniques produce compact LHCD 
launchers that can fit on the inside wall. 

Potential for dramatically reduced PMI 

•  Quiescent SOL; no ‘blobs’ (wave scattering) 
•  No ELMs, runaway e-, energetic ion orbit loss 
•  Low neutral pressure – increased RF voltage 
•  RF-generated fast e- drift away from launcher 

Smick NF 53 (2013) 023001. 

•  HFS Launch => Dramatic improvement in 
wave penetration, off-axis CD 

•  LHCD efficiency in reactor increases by ~50% 
S. Wukitch WP -- RF sustainment  
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Idea: provide integrated R&D platform for high-field-
side (HFS), low PMI, reactor-compatible RF actuators 

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX 

•  ADX vacuum vessel purpose-built with 
coaxial feedthroughs and striplines for 
HFS launch ICRF 

Potential for dramatically reduced PMI 

Excellent impurity screening on HFS1 
=> potential factor of 10 reduction in RF 
     impurity source from this effect alone 

[1] McCracken et al., PoP 1997. 
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Idea: provide integrated R&D platform for high-field-
side (HFS), low PMI, reactor-compatible RF actuators 

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX 

•  Incident fast wave (FW) power absorbed nearly 100% via mode conversion 
•  No formation of energetic ion tails, destabilization of energetic particle modes 
•  Demonstrated as a flow drive tool – perhaps the only flow drive tool applicable 

to a reactor 

Excellent wave physics: S. Wukitch WP -- RF sustainment  

•  ADX vacuum vessel purpose-built with 
coaxial feedthroughs and striplines for 
HFS launch ICRF 

Potential for dramatically reduced PMI 

Excellent impurity screening on HFS1 
=> potential factor of 10 reduction in RF 
     impurity source from this effect alone 

[1] McCracken et al., PoP 1997. 
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Critical need: Core and pedestal physics in reactor-
prototypical regimes with reactor-representative actuators 

• Core -- First-principles quantitative prediction of core transport 
is beyond current capabilities. Yet, uncertainty in H98 at 10% level 
can make-or-break a fusion power plant design.  

• Pedestal -- Prediction of pedestal performance in ELM-less 
regimes is even more daunting – no quantitative physics-based 
models at present 
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Critical need: Core and pedestal physics in reactor-
prototypical regimes with reactor-representative actuators 

To minimize extrapolation/risk to future devices, experiments 
are needed to access reactor-prototypical physics regimes 
 
 
 
 

with reactor-representative heating and current drivers 
 
 
and with actual divertor geometries and materials that may 
be employed. 

        magnetic field, plasma density, electron heating, equilibrated 
           & strongly coupled electrons and ions, ELM-suppressed 
          (e.g. I-mode – accessed at high B) 

       no external particle or momentum source -- RF systems 

• Core -- First-principles quantitative prediction of core transport 
is beyond current capabilities. Yet, uncertainty in H98 at 10% level 
can make-or-break a fusion power plant design.  

• Pedestal -- Prediction of pedestal performance in ELM-less 
regimes is even more daunting – no quantitative physics-based 
models at present 

       Advanced divertors, refractory materials, liquid metals 

ADX 
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14 MW source + power exhaust/PMI 
problems ‘solved’ – core and pedestal 
parameters are expected to exceed 
those of Alcator C-Mod, possibly by a 
very large margin.  

Advanced Divertor and RF tokamak Experiment 
ADX Triple combination: Advanced divertors, advanced RF 

actuators, reactor-prototypical core plasma regimes 

Hughes NF 53 2013  

ADX? 
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ADX – the only high-B (> 6 tesla) diverted tokamak after C-Mod 

ADX? 

ADX enables critical physics investigations 
 

•  Enhance H98 using only the class of external 
actuators available in a reactor 

    - Low magnetic shear and reversed magnetic   
      shear scenarios made possible by HFS LHCD 
 
 

    - Flow shear from intrinsic rotation and/or  
      ICRH flow drive only 
•  Chart operational space of ELM-suppressed 

pedestals (e.g., I-mode) at high-B; explore 
coupled pedestal-divertor response 


